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running application like CPU,
memory, storage and network
I have a android application
which runs in background. I
need to get some info about

device and running
application. Something like

CPU,memory,network,storage.
Can any one give some

examples how this can be
done? A: What you are

looking for is called
'background service'. This

process will run in background
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without user interaction. You
will find several examples.

You could create a service that
runs in background using one
of these. Q: MATLAB coder:
unmathematically equal? I ran
this simple code: function X =
x x = [10 0 4 20 1 100 20 30

40 60 80]; for idx = 1 :
length(x) if x(idx) == 1

X(idx,:) = x(idx); end end y =
x; X = y; I think there are no

solutions. There are many
solutions: ans = 2 0 3 0 4 0 0 0
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